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a b s t r a c t 

Long-lasting and demanding cognitive activity typically leads to mental fatigue (MF). Indirect evidence suggests 

that MF may be caused by altered motivational processes. Here, we hypothesized that if MF consists in an alter- 

ation of motivational states, brain functional changes induced by MF could specifically affect the brain motivation 

circuit. In order to test this hypothesis, we devised a functional neuroimaging protocol to detect altered brain 

activity in reward-related brain regions in relation to cognitively induced mental fatigue. 

Twenty-five healthy participants underwent a FATIGUE and a CONTROL session on different days. In the FA- 

TIGUE session, MF was induced by performing a demanding cognitive task (adapted Stroop task) during 90 min, 

whereas in the CONTROL session, participants were asked to read magazines for the same period of time. We 

measured the neural consequences of the MF induction during a working memory task (Missing Number task) 

while modulating extrinsic motivation with block-wise variations in monetary reward. We also tracked partici- 

pants’ momentary fatigue, anxiety state and intrinsic motivation prior to and following the MF inducement and 

measurement. 

Accuracy on the Missing Number Task was lower in the FATIGUE than in the CONTROL condition. Further- 

more, subjective MF, but not its behavioral manifestations, was associated with hypoactivity of the task-evoked 

neural responses. Importantly, activity in regions modulated by reward showed no differences between FATIGUE 

and CONTROL sessions. In parallel, subjective MF correlated with increased on-task activity and resting-state 

functional connectivity in the default mode network. 

These results indicate that subjective mental fatigue is not associated with altered activity in the brain moti- 

vation circuit but rather with hypoactivity in task-specific brain regions as well as relative increases of activity 

and connectivity in the default mode network during and after the task. 
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. Introduction 

Prolonged execution of demanding cognitive tasks leads to men-

al fatigue (MF) which refers primarily to the subjective feeling of

 deteriorated ability to initiate and/or maintain mental activities

 Chaudhuri and Behan, 2000 ). MF can also be accompanied, albeit in-

onsistently, with objective behavioral alterations ( van der Linden et al.,

003 ; DeLuca et al., 2008 ; Hopstaken et al., 2014 ; Borragán et al., 2017 )

nd psychophysiological changes ( Boksem et al., 2006 ; Lorist et al.,

009 ; Hopstaken et al., 2014 , 2015 , 2016 ; Gergelyfi et al., 2015 ). The-

ries of MF can be classified in two major groups that assume either:

a) alterations of motivational processes leading to restrictions on the

ecruitment of cognitive resources for the task at hand ( Hockey,1997 ;
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eijman and Mulder, 1998 ; Hockey, 2011 ; Chaudhuri and Be-

an, 2000 ; Boksem and Tops, 2008 ; Westbrook and Braver, 2016 ;

urzban et al., 2013 ), or b) progressive functional alteration of cog-

itive processes through metabolic mechanisms ( Gailliot and Baumeis-

er, 2007 ; Christie and Schrater, 2015 ; Holroyd, 2015 ; Hopstaken et al.,

015 ; Blain et al., 2016 ; Gergelyfi et al., 2015 ). 

Theories from the first group, which propose that MF depends on

otivational alterations, usually assume that behavioral changes in-

uced by prolonged task execution rely on the brain circuits involved

n reward valuation and motivation, i.e. dopaminergic midbrain and

entral prefrontal cortex ( Meijman and Mulder, 1998 ; Hockey, 2011 ;

urzban et al., 2013 ; Chaudhuri and Behan, 2000 ; Boksem and

ops, 2008 ; McGuire and Botvinick, 2010 ). However, while several stud-

es have consistently reported alterations in task-related activations in
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elation to MF ( Lim et al., 2010 ; Hedgcock et al., 2012 ; Persson et al.,

013 ; Blain et al., 2016 ; Breckel et al., 2011 ), findings have been less

onclusive regarding the implication of the motivation circuits. Whereas

akagawa and colleagues have reported a hypoactivity in the dopamin-

rgic midbrain following fatigue ( Nakagawa et al., 2013 ) and a larger

ean diffusivity ( i.e . reduced white matter structural integrity) in the

ight putamen of healthy subjects with high subjective trait fatigue

 Nakagawa et al., 2016 ), MF has also been shown to increase activity in

opaminergic midbrain ( Moeller et al., 2012 ). 

In addition to changes in the activity of task-specific networks,

ome studies have reported changes in default mode network (DMN)

onnectivity after fatigue induction procedure ( Waites et al., 2005 ;

ordon et al., 2012 ; Barnes et al., 2009 ; Esposito et al., 2014 ; Gui et al.,

015 ; Qi et al., 2019 ). DMN activations are typically anti-correlated

o goal-directed behavior ( Raichle and Snyder, 2007 ; Yeo et al., 2011 ;

ox et al., 2005 ; Harrison et al., 2008 ), leading the long-lasting changes

n DMN connectivity in relation to MF to be interpreted as compensatory

echanisms redirecting cognitive resources to the task ( Esposito et al.,

014 ). 

The aim of the present study was to provide a detailed investiga-

ion of the neural circuits involved in MF and motivation. We relied on

erformance-contingent monetary rewards to manipulate the motiva-

ional state during the evaluation of MF while fMRI scans were carried

ut. We hypothesized that if MF relies on altered motivational states, the

egions involved in the brain reward system should be hypoactive in the

F group compared to the controls. Finally, we examined changes in

esting-state brain activity pattern after MF induction in task-correlated

nd anti-correlated brain areas. 

. Materials and methods 

.1. Participants 

Twenty-six healthy subjects (14 females; age = 23.81 ± 3.17,

ean ± sd) participated in this study. The participants had to meet

he following criteria for participation: absence of contraindication for

RI, age between 20 and 35, right-handedness, normal or corrected-to-

ormal visual acuity, no current medical treatment. Participants were

ssessed for absence of contraindication to MR prior to the experiment

nd provided written informed consent. All the subjects were naive re-

arding the aim of the study, and were financially compensated for their

articipation (75–135 €). 
All procedures were approved by the local ethics committee (Comité

’ Ethique hospital-facultaire de l’UCL), and were in accordance with the

elsinki Declaration. 

.2. Experimental tasks 

In order to limit the confounding effect of boredom, we used different

isual tasks to induce and measure MF. 

In the FATIGUE session, MF was induced by performing a modified

troop task for at least 90 min (see Fig. 1 A). The CONTROL session con-

isted in reading magazines for 90 min. Then the neural effects of MF

ere assessed by measuring the participant’s blood-oxygen-level depen-

ent responses while they were engaged in the Missing Number task

see Fig. 1 B). Prior to and after the different tasks, questionnaires [Mul-

idimensional Fatigue Inventory (MFI), State-Trait Anxiety Inventory

STAI) and Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI)] were used to evalu-

te the participants’ cognitively induced fatigue, anxiety state and task

nterest/enjoyment (see Fig. 1 C). 

.2.1. Mental fatigue (MF) induction: stroop task 

In accordance with earlier studies, we used a modified version of the

troop task, including interleaved “number ” and “arrow ” Stroop trials,

o induce MF ( Barwick et al., 2012 ; Moeller et al., 2012 ; Wang et al.,

014 , 2016 ). In the “number ” Stroop, pairs of digits (ranging from 1 to
2 
) were presented in the middle of the computer screen. After a delay,

 cue then indicated whether the participants had to report the larger

igit in terms of “value ” or in terms of “size ” (see Fig. 1 A; left or right

ey on the numeric keypad). In the “arrow ” Stroop, arrows were dis-

layed at the top or bottom of the screen and following the instruction

ues, participants had to report either the “location ” or “direction ” of

he arrow (up or down key). The blocks included 92 trials per condi-

ion (value, size, location and direction). Additionally, the trials were

qually divided into congruent ( e.g . large/small digit with large/small

alue, upward/downward pointing arrow with corresponding up/down

ocation) and incongruent trials ( e.g . large/small digit with small/large

alue, upward/downward pointing arrow with down/up location). Fi-

ally, the number of consecutive trials with the same condition followed

 geometric distribution. Subjects were instructed to be as fast and ac-

urate as possible in every trial. 

.2.2. Control of mental fatigue (MF): magazine reading 

The CONTROL session consisted in reading magazines for 90 min.

he issues of a magazine, called Science & Santé, were downloaded

rom the website of Institut national de la santé et de la recherche médi-

ale (Inserm: http://www.inserm.fr/actualites/rubriques/magazine-

cience-sante ) from the year of 2014/2015. This magazine illustrates

iscoveries, debates and issues of biomedical research. The participants

ere free to choose their favored issue(s). 

.2.3. Mental fatigue (MF) evaluation: missing number task 

The Missing Number task contained three conditions: number series

 (including numbers from 1 to 7), 8 (numbers from 1 to 8) and 9 (num-

ers from 1 to 9). The number of digits shown was always inferior to the

ange of possible values ( i.e . 6 numbers were shown in number series 7

see Fig. 1 B); 7 numbers in number series 8, and 8 numbers in number

eries 9) and the participants were asked to report the digit that was

issing from the series. In addition, four distractor digits, whose color

iffered from the target color, were interleaved with the target digits

see Fig. 1 B). Participants were instructed to perform the task as fast

nd accurately as possible by using an MRI-compatible numeric keypad,

eveloped in-house. 

The performance-contingent monetary rewards were color-coded

see Fig. 1 B) and the subject-specific arbitrary rule linking the color cue

o the reward value was reminded to the participant at the beginning

f each block. Then, the reward color for the block was shown in order

o inform the participant about the reward they would receive for each

orrect response in the upcoming trials. Participants did not receive any

erformance feedback till the end of the experiment. 

.2.4. Control of reward effect: simple reaction time task 

The impact of monetary reward on extrinsic motivation was evalu-

ted by means of a Simple Reaction Time task in which subjects had to

ress the left mouse button as fast as possible whenever a red triangle

ppeared on the screen following a fixation cross. This fixation cross

as presented for a variable duration (from 500 ms to 3000 ms) follow-

ng a geometric distribution. During a block, the sum of the response

imes was fixed to a total of 6000 ms. Thus, the faster the participants

esponded, the more trials they could perform and the more points they

ould gain. The reward condition was instructed in the same form as in

he Missing Number task, with the same color code (see Fig. 1 B). 

The Stroop, Missing Number and Simple Reaction Time tasks were

mplemented in MATLAB 7.5 (The MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts,

SA) and were displayed by means of the psychophysics toolbox

 Brainard, 1997 ) and an in-house graphics toolbox (CosyGraphics). 

.3. Subjective measures 

.3.1. Multidimensional fatigue inventory (MFI): general fatigue subscale 

In both sessions, a modified version of the MFI ( Gentile et al., 2003 )

as used to assess the participants’ subjective feeling of fatigue at base-

http://www.inserm.fr/actualites/rubriques/magazine-science-sante
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Fig. 1. Experimental design. 

( A ) In the Stroop task, the stimulus appeared 

for 250 ms following a fixation cross (1000 ms). 

After a 500–1000 ms delay (blank screen), the 

instruction cue ( “value ” or “size ” in this exam- 

ple) was presented for 550 ms. Participants had 

to respond before the end of the cue presen- 

tation, and were given an auditory feedback 

afterwards. The delay between the cue onset 

and the beginning of the next trial was fixed 

at 1000 ms, independently of the participants’ 

RT. After the participants’ response, the screen 

remained blank until the beginning of the next 

trial. ( B ) At the beginning of every trial of the 

Missing Number task, a 2000 ms cue informed 

the participant on the number series condition 

for the next trial (7 in the present example) 

and on the color defining the target digits (blue 

or magenta, indicated by the color of the cue). 

Each digit in the series (target digits or distrac- 

tors) was presented for 300 ms. The missing el- 

ement of the number series had to be selected 

by pressing the corresponding number on a nu- 

meric keypad which was also shown on the 

screen for 2000 ms. The display (2000 ms) of 

the reward condition (1 or 50 point(s) per cor- 

rect response) was preceded by a reward infor- 

mation display of 1000 ms, which reminded the 

color-reward association rule to participants. 

( C ) Prior to and following the FATIGUE in- 

duction (Stroop task) or CONTROL condition 

(magazine reading), and after the MF evalu- 

ation (Missing Number task), questionnaires 

were used to assess the participants’ subjec- 

tive fatigue (MFI) and anxiety (STAI) states and 

their interest/enjoyment in the task (IMI). The 

effect of reward on extrinsic motivation was 

controlled by means of the Simple Reaction Time task, performed before and after the Missing Number task (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure 

legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.). 
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ine, after Stroop task/magazine reading and a third time after the Miss-

ng Number task. Due to the time constraints, we included only the

global fatigue ” subscale from the inventory. This subscale was shown

o track mental fatigue reliably in our previous study ( Gergelyfi et al.,

015 ). Every statement has to be rated on a Likert scale ranging from 1

o 5 (with anchors of “Yes, that is true ” and “No, that is not true ”). The

ower the MFI score, the higher the level of subjective fatigue. 

.3.2. Post-experimental intrinsic motivation inventory (IMI): task 

nterest/enjoyment subscale 

Participants’ intrinsic motivational state was evaluated by The

ost-experimental IMI ( http://selfdeterminationtheory.org/intrinsic-

otivation-inventory/ ) in both sessions after the Stroop task/magazine

eading and a second time after the Missing Number task. The IMI con-

ists of 45 items. We used only the items from the inventory that are

elevant to assess the subjects’ intrinsic motivation in our experimen-

al tasks, namely the interest/enjoyment subscale. In this inventory, the

ubjects have to rate each item on a 7-point Likert scale (from “Not at

ll true ” to “Very true ”) depending on their current feeling. The higher

he score, the higher the participant’s task interest/enjoyment. 

.3.3. State-trait anxiety inventory: state anxiety 

The STAI ( Spielberger, 1983 ) involves two 20-item subscales describ-

ng trait and state anxiety, respectively. Only the latter subscale was

sed in this study after the Stroop task/magazine reading, just before

he scanning session. A score between 1 and 4 (from “Not at all ” to “Very

uch so ”) has to be provided on every item. The higher the score, the

ore severe the state anxiety. 
3 
.4. Design and experimental procedure 

The experiment included three sessions (TRAINING, FATIGUE and

ONTROL), performed on different days. The purpose of the TRAIN-

NG session (70–80 min) was to familiarize the participants with the

umeric keypad and the reward system used during the experiment and

o help participants approach asymptotic performance in the tasks, so

s to minimize order effects. After being informed about the general

xperimental procedure and completing the informed consent and MR

ontraindication forms, participants practiced a total of 184 trials of

he Stroop task (see above), 180 trials of the Missing Number task (see

bove) and 4 blocks (88 trials on average) of the Simple Reaction Time

ask (see above). In all tasks, participants received feedback about their

erformance. 

Within 1 week after the TRAINING session, participants underwent

he CONTROL and FATIGUE sessions, in a counterbalanced order, and

ith a time interval of 3,4 days between the two (except 2 participants

or whom delay was 5 days and one for whom it was 17 days). For

 given participant, the experimental sessions were always performed

uring the same time of the day in order to avoid circadian confounds. 

Both the CONTROL and FATIGUE sessions started with participants

eceiving instructions and filling the Multidimensional Fatigue Inven-

ory (MFI) questionnaire (see above), assessing their subjective feeling

f fatigue (see Fig. 1 C). Then, they performed either the Stroop task

FATIGUE) or magazine reading (CONTROL) for 90 min (see Fig. 1 C).

he Stroop task normally included 4 blocks, but its actual duration de-

ended on the fMRI scanner availability, in order to prevent the partici-

ants from recovering between the end of the Stroop task execution and

http://selfdeterminationtheory.org/intrinsic-motivation-inventory/
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w  
he beginning of the neuroimaging acquisition. Consequently, 8 partici-

ants performed 5 blocks and 1 participant performed 6 blocks whereas

 participants did not fully complete the 4 th block. Each block consisted

f 368 trials and lasted around 22,5 min. Participants received trial-

ise auditory feedback on their performance and block-wise feedback

n the number of trials performed correctly. In the CONTROL session,

articipants read magazines of their choice, displayed on the computer

creen, for 90 min without being granted access to the Internet or their

hone. Following either the Stroop task (FATIGUE) or magazine reading

ession (CONTROL), the subjects’ cognitively induced fatigue, motiva-

ional and anxiety state were assessed by means of the MFI, IMI and

TAI questionnaires, respectively (see above and Fig. 1 C). Following

hese questionnaires, participants performed 4 blocks of Simple Reac-

ion Time task (see above; 4 min) and then entered the MR scanner to

erform the Missing Number task (see above and Fig. 1 C). The aver-

ge time delay between the end of the Stroop task or magazine reading

nd the beginning of the fMRI recording was 26.3 (SD = 9.51) and 31.2

SD = 6.79) min respectively. In both FATIGUE and CONTROL sessions,

he Missing Number task included 4 runs. Every run included ten blocks

f 6 trials (46,8 s per block). The reward condition varied block-wise,

ith 5 blocks (thus 30 trials) in each reward condition (1 point or 50

oints). The maximum number of points earned in the run was 1530,

hich translated to a maximum of 12 € per run (about 127 points per

). Every run started and finished with a 4.5 s blank screen. An addi-

ional 11.7 s blank screen was also shown at the end of each block. The

otal duration per run was around 10 min. After the 2nd run, a 6 min

esting-state block was performed, during which the participants were

nstructed to close their eyes and let their mind wander without falling

sleep. The total scan duration of the Missing number task, including the

ntervening RS was 46 min. Following the last run of the Missing Num-

er task, an 8 min structural scan was performed. After the completion

f the scanning session, the Simple Reaction Time task and the ques-

ionnaires (MFI and IMI) were performed again (see Fig. 1 C). The total

uration of either FATIGUE or CONTROL sessions was approximately

 h. Only after the completion of the entire experimental protocol the

articipants were informed about the total amount of monetary reward

ained at the Missing number task. 

.5. Data and statistical analysis 

One participant was excluded from the data analysis because she had

articipated in another experiment right before. Thus, analyses were

erformed on a group of 25 participants. Furthermore, 4 runs, from dif-

erent participants, were excluded due to technical problems related to

he MR scanner (1 run from the CONTROL and 3 runs from the FATIGUE

ession). These runs were not included in either the neuroimaging or be-

avioral data analysis. 

.5.1. Behavioral data 

Statistical analyses were performed with SAS Enterprise Guide soft-

are, Version 5.1 (Copyright © 2012 SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA)

nd with MATLAB 7.5 (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). 

Generalized Linear Mixed Models (GLMMs) were performed in the

AS software. In all models, all fixed effects were allowed to vary be-

ween subjects in the random part of the model. In the modified version

f the Stroop task, the number of blocks varied between participants

ue to the availability of the MR scanner as mentioned above (see De-

ign and experimental procedure). In order to analyze the effect of time-

n-task on accuracy and log-transformed RT, we grouped the data in 5

uccessive bins, from beginning to the end of the task. The GLMM anal-

sis was performed on both accuracy and RT where the main factors

time bins, congruency) and their interactions were modeled as fixed

ffects. In the Missing Number task, the model included the session con-

ition (FATIGUE, CONTROL), reward cue (1, 50), number series (7, 8, 9)

nd their interactions as fixed effects. In the Simple Reaction Time task,

he GLMM was performed on log-transformed RT with session condition
4 
FATIGUE, CONTROL), time of performance (before, after MR scan), re-

ard (1, 50) and their interactions as fixed effects. 

.5.2. fMRI data 

.5.2.1. Imaging acquisition parameters. Functional, resting-state and

natomical scans were performed with a Achieva 3T scanner (Philips

ealthcare, Eindhoven, The Netherlands) equipped with a 32-channel

hased array head coil. Functional and resting-state scans T2-weighted

cho-planar images were acquired with the following parameters: echo

ime (TE) = 27 ms, repetition time (TR) = 2250 ms, flip angle (FA) = 85 °,

1 slices acquired in an ascending order, slice thickness = 3 mm, field of

iew (FOV) = 123 × 123 mm 

2 , acquisition matrix = 80 × 80 (reconstruc-

ion 80 2 ). Each functional scan (lasting 2 runs of the task respectively)

ncluded 280 vol (acquisition time 10 min and 30 s) while the resting-

tate scan consisted of 164 vol (acquisition time 6 min and 9 s). A 3D

eavily T1-weighted structural image was also recorded at the end of the

RI session. This sequence consisted of a gradient echo sequence with

n inversion prepulse (turbo field echo) acquired in the sagittal plane

sing the following parameters: TR = 9.1 ms, TE = 4.6 ms, FA = 8 °, 150

lices, slice thickness = 1 mm, in-plane resolution = 0.81 × 0.96 mm 

2 

acquisition) reconstructed in 0.75 × 0.75 mm 

2 , FOV = 240 × 240 mm 

2 ,

cquisition matrix = 296 × 251 (reconstruction 320 2 ), SENSE (parallel

maging) factor = 1.5. 

.5.2.2. fMRI preprocessing and analysis. BrainVoyager QX 2.8. (Brain

nnovation BV, Maastricht, Netherlands) was used to preprocess and

nalyze the functional neuroimaging data acquired during the Missing

umber task (see Fig. 1 B). The preprocessing of the functional data con-

isted of the following steps: slice time correction, temporal filtering

high-pass, cutoff: 2 cycles; analysis was also performed with 4 cycles,

eading to identical GLM results) and motion correction. Since the struc-

ural image was acquired in the end of the experiment, motion correc-

ion was performed by aligning volumes from all runs to the first volume

f the last run in a given session. Co-registration parameters were calcu-

ated only between the last functional run and structural image. Prior to

he motion correction procedure we first confirmed that the participants’

n-scanner motion did not differ between experimental conditions. To

his end, we used a Generalized Linear Mixed Model (GLMM), consider-

ng either translation or rotation as dependent variable (derived as the

oot mean square of the temporal derivative of all 3 axes) and reward

nd fatigue conditions as binary predictors. None of the main effects or

nteractions were significant (all p > 0.08; see Supplementary Fig. 2A).

hen, motion parameters per subject (detrended motion variables, their

emporal derivative and spikes in the motion pattern) and the global

ignal (average of brain-wise BOLD signal) were regressed out from

he signal in each voxel using a GLM with these variables as predictors

 Power et al., 2014 ). The spikes corresponded to volumes in which root

ean square displacement from the previous volume exceeded 0.25 mm

 Satterthwaite et al., 2013 ). Finally, all images were spatially normal-

zed into Talairach space (TaSpatial smoothing was performed with a

aussian kernel with a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 5 mm,

n order to account for anatomical variability between subjects. 

Separate statistical analyses on group data ( n = 25) were performed

or the on-task and the ensuing post-task resting state conditions. On-

ask fMRI analyses include: (1) second-level block- and event-related

eneral Linear Models (GLM) for the contrasts reward, fatigued (ses-

ion), task and reward-fatigue interaction; (2) correlation analysis be-

ween subjective measurements (anxiety, motivation and increased fa-

igue) and behavioral performance data and the significant clusters from

he session- and task-effect; (3) spatial overlap analysis between fatigue

ontrast correlated with cognitive and behavioral data, and the reward

nd task contrasts. For the post-task resting state fMRI analysis, whole-

rain connectivity matrices were computed per subject and a second-

evel fatigue (session) GLM contrast was conducted. 

First level analyses included two regressors per run, one for each re-

ard level, while the fatigue conditions differed across runs. We used
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wo different regressors: the block regressors were boxcars encompass-

ng each 48-second task block of corresponding reward level, while

he cue-related regressors were 2 s boxcars that encompassed the re-

ard cue presentation period. Random effects GLM analyses were com-

uted separately on the block and cue-related regressors, including

our main contrasts: reward ([(HIGH FATIGUE + HIGH CONTROL) –

LOW FATIGUE + LOW CONTROL)], ΔBOLD REWARD ); fatigue ([(HIGH

ATIGUE + LOW FATIGUE) – (HIGH CONTROL + LOW CONTROL)],

BOLD SESSION ); reward-fatigue interaction ([(HIGH FATIGUE – LOW

ATIGUE) – (HIGH CONTROL– LOW CONTROL)], ΔBOLD INTERACTION ),

nd task ([(HIGH FATIGUE + LOW FATIGUE) + (HIGH CONTROL +
OW CONTROL)]-rest, ΔBOLD TASK ). Statistical maps (t-statistics) com-

uted according to the contrasts of interest were displayed on the av-

rage of the participants’ T1-weighted scans and corrected for mul-

iple comparisons using cluster-size thresholding (1000 permutations;

 Forman et al., 1995 ; Goebel et al., 2006 )). Unless otherwise speci-

ed, the voxel-level threshold was set to 0.001, uncorrected, while the

luster-level threshold was set to 0.05. Clusters surviving multiple com-

arisons correction were labeled. 

Brain-behavior correlations (Spearman’s r-statistics) were performed

etween the participants’ change in task-related BOLD responses

etween sessions ( ΔBOLD SESSION , beta weights) on the one hand

nd changes in questionnaire scores ( ΔMFI CTR-FAT , STAI FAT-CTR and

MI-MissingNumber FAT-CTR , see below) or behavioral performance

MissingNumber CTR-FAT , Stroop FAT , see below) on the other hand. 

Finally, significant correlation maps ( ΔBOLD SESSION x question-

aires/performance Pearson’s r-statistics group maps) were then com-

ared with the reward statistical map ( ΔBOLD REWARD , [(HIGH FA-

IGUE + HIGH CONTROL) – (LOW FATIGUE + LOW CONTROL)]) and

ask activation maps ([(HIGH FATIGUE + LOW FATIGUE) + (HIGH

ONTROL + LOW CONTROL)]-rest, ΔBOLD TASK ). 

The degree of overlap, between the maps was computed at different

hresholds as 

 𝑡 𝑥 ,𝑡 𝑦 
= 100 

( ∑
𝑥 𝑡 𝑥 

𝑦 𝑡 𝑦 

𝑁 

− 

( ∑ 𝑥 𝑡 𝑥 

𝑁 

∑ 𝑦 𝑡 𝑥 

𝑁 

) 

) 

ith N being the number of voxels, 𝑥 𝑡 𝑥 and 𝑦 𝑡 𝑦 being Boolean vectors

f length N indicating whether each given voxel statistic is beyond the

onsidered thresholds t x and t y , respectively. This formula computes the

ercent difference between the actual proportion overlap and the one

hat would be expected by chance. For each threshold the statistical sig-

ificance of the overlap was also computed by shuffling the question-

aires a thousand times and computing the 95 th (i.e. alpha = 0.05) or

9.9 th percentile (alpha = 0.001) of the distribution of the chi 2 statistic

f the overlap with the other map (either reward or task effect). We then

etermined, for each threshold combination, whether the chi 2 obtained

ith the non-shuffled map was above this value or not. 

The correlation between average reward ( ΔBOLD REWARD ) or task

 ΔBOLD Task ) t-values and each brain-behavior correlation coefficients

fatigue map) was computed across voxels (see for example Fig. 8 ). To

void the effect of correlations between neighboring voxels we also used

 bootstrap approach to determine statistical significance by computing

he distribution of correlation coefficients on a thousand shuffled ver-

ions of the questionnaire scores. P-value was computed as: 
( 1+ 

∑
𝐶 𝑠ℎ ≥ 𝐶 ) 

𝑁+1 ,

ith C sh corresponding to the vector of shuffled correlation coefficients

nd C to the actual correlation coefficient obtained on non-shuffled data.

Since the reward contrast ( ΔBOLD REWARD ) highlighted not only

otivation-related regions but also the task-related ( ΔBOLD Task ) areas

hat were modulated by reward, we identified a set of regions-of-interest

ROI) that have been classically associated to reward and motivation

rocessing (Neurosynth.org meta-analyses for terms “reward ” and “mo-

ivation ”, including 922 and 189 published datasets respectively; see

upplementary Fig. 2B): dorsal ACC (dACC) = [ ± 5 6 40], ventromedial

refrontal cortex (vmPFC) = [ ± 7 48 2], anterior insula (aIns) = [ ± 36 14

3], nAc = [ ± 8 8 -2], ventral pallidum (VP) = [ ± 11 -2 -1], VTA = [ ± 3

19 -10], SN = [ ± 10 -16 -9] and amygdala (Amg) = [ ± 22, -16, -13].
5 
he coordinates of these ROIs (Talairach coordinates; Mai et al., 2008 )

ere taken as the center of a 5 mm radius sphere per ROI using the

alairach coordinate-to-spherical VOI plugin in BrainVoyager QX 2.8.

Brain Innovation BV, Maastricht, Netherlands). 

The functional sequence acquired during the post-task

esting-state condition was processed using the CONN toolbox

 Whitfield-Gabrieli and Nieto-Castanon, 2012 ), based on SPM8

Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK;

ww.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm ). Images were slice-time corrected, re-

ligned, coregistered to MNI-normalized anatomical images, and

patially smoothed using a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm full-width at

alf-maximum. Time-series were temporally filtered using 0.008-0.09

z band-pass filter. Anatomical aCompCor noise correction strategy

 Behzadi et al., 2007 ) was used to regress the noise estimated as the first

 principal components separately for white matter and cerebrospinal

uid masks. We also regressed the realignment parameters (three trans-

ations and three rotations) and their first-order temporal derivatives.

egions of interest (ROIs) were defined using the Harvard-Oxford

tlas of cortical and subcortical areas combined with the AAL atlas of

erebellar areas. We computed the ROI-to-ROI connectivity matrices

y correlating averaged BOLD time series between each pair of ROIs.

hese correlation coefficients were Fisher-transformed and submitted

o a second-level GLM. The model included a between-subject factor

ESSION, indicating whether the functional data corresponded to the

ATIGUE or CONTROL session and a within-subject factor ΔMFI CTR-FAT .

. Results 

.1. Psychometric and behavioral results 

.1.1. Questionnaire data 

The FATIGUE induction led to increased subjective feeling of fa-

igue [ ΔMFI CTR-FAT : t (48) = 3.91, p = 0.00029; ΔMFI refers to the

ONTROL-FATIGUE difference of the difference between the post- and

re-task measurements, ΔMFI FAT = -6.84 ± 6.96; ΔMFI CTR = -0.4 ± 4.4,

ean ± SD], but also to increased anxiety prior to the Missing Numbers

ask (STAI FAT-CTR : t (48) = 2.20, p = 0.0324; STAI FAT = 37.92 ± 6.99;

TAI CTR = 33.76 ± 6.34, mean ± SD). Participants’ task inter-

st/enjoyment was significantly lower for the FATIGUE than the CON-

ROL task (Stroop versus magazine reading: IMI FAT-CTR : t (24) = -3.28,

 = 0.0019; IMI FAT = 3.27 ± 1.41; IMI CTR = 4.49 ± 1.20; mean ± SD). But

mportantly, the participants’ interest/enjoyment in the Missing Num-

er task did not differ between sessions (IMI-MissingNumber FAT-CTR :

 (24) = -0.58, p = 0.5662; IMI-MissingNumber FAT = 3.83 ± 1.23; IMI-

issingNumber CTR = 4.03 ± 1.29; mean ± SD). None of these psycho-

etric measures correlated between each other (all p > 0.15). Support-

ve evidence for fatigue was also found in the Stroop task performance

here the congruency effect was found to increase with time-on-task

see Supplementary Material). 

.1.2. Missing number task 

In the Missing Number task, we found a small but significant ef-

ect of session on accuracy (GLMM with reward, session and se-

iesLength as within-subject factors and MFI as between-subject fac-

ors; session: F (1,11744) = 4.00, p = 0.046; mean and SE of the ac-

uracy difference: -0.0168 ± 0.0108; confidence interval of the odds

atio: 0.901–1.0; see Fig. 2 A), with participants performing worse in

he FATIGUE than in the CONTROL session. We also found a signif-

cant main effect of reward and seriesLength on Missing Num-

er accuracy ( reward: F (1,11744) = 4.26, p = 0.039; seriesLength:

 (1,11744) = 67.13, p < 0.0001; see Fig. 2 A), with participants perform-

ng better in the easy than in the difficult conditions and when the re-

ard was large. Importantly, none of the interactions were significant

all p > 0.4, see Fig. 2 A), in particular the reward-fatigue interaction

 F (1,11744) = 0.36, p = 0.546), indicating that the effect of reward on

ccuracy did not change between sessions. 

http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm
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Fig. 2. Behavioral evidence for MF in the Missing Number task 

and for the absence of relation between MF and motivation. 

Error bars illustrate the standard error of the mean. CTR: CON- 

TROL condition; FAT: FATIGUE condition. (A) Mean accuracy 

in the Missing Number task as a function of session (CTR, FAT), 

reward (HIGH, LOW) and difficulty (series length: 7, 8, 9). 

There was no interaction between the reward and session fac- 

tors, indicating that the effect of rewards on performance did 

not differ between sessions. (B) In the Simple Reaction Time 

task, participants’ RT as a function of the reward and session 

conditions is shown before and after fatigue-evaluation (Miss- 

ing Number task). 
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Fig. 3. Contrast between control and fatigue sessions ( ΔBOLD SESSION ). 

Cue-related (left) and block-based (right) session contrast ([(HIGH FA- 

TIGUE + LOW FATIGUE) – (HIGH CONTROL + LOW CONTROL)]). Event- 

related map is thresholded at voxel- p < 0.001, uncorrected and p < 0.05, cluster- 

level corrected. Block-based map was computed with more liberal threshold 

( p < 0.005). In both maps, ventral visual processing stream / FFG activity is de- 

creased in fatigue compared to control condition. Unthresholded data is avail- 

able from NeuroVault at https://identifiers.org/neurovault.image:512326 (cue- 

related) and https://identifiers.org/neurovault.image:512327 (block design). 
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There was no correlation between the effect of fatigue on the Miss-

ng Number task performance (accuracy: MissingNumber CTR-FAT ) and

troop FAT on the one hand (Spearman r = 0.11, p = 0.612) and between

issingNumber CTR-FAT and questionnaire scores on the other hand

 ΔMFI CTR-FAT , STAI FAT-CTR and IMI-MissingNumber FAT-CTR ; all p > 0.2).

.1.3. Simple reaction time task 

The absence of changes between sessions in the behavioral signa-

ure of motivation was also confirmed with the Simple Reaction Time

ask, whose objective was to assess the possible alteration of motiva-

ion mechanisms in a task that has very little demand in cognitive con-

rol. There was a significant main effect of reward on participants’

T ( F (1,24) = 8.10, p = 0.0089; see Fig. 2 B) but there was no main

ffect of fatigue ( F (1,24) = 1.31, p = 0.2631; see Fig. 2 B) or reward-

atigue interaction ( F (1,24) = 0.04, p = 0.8383; Fig. 2 B). The partici-

ants’ RT was faster after than before the Missing Number task (effect

f time point : F (1,24) = 31.28, p < 0.0001; Fig. 2 B). This is similar

o our earlier findings ( Gergelyfi et al., 2015 ), and probably reflects

eneral effect of training on the task. Furthermore, the effect of time

oint on participants’ RT changed between sessions ( F (1,24) = 4.36,

 = 0.0475; Fig. 2 B), with the change in RT following the Missing Num-

er task being larger in the FATIGUE ( t (1,24) = 5.42, p < 0.0001) than

he CONTROL session ( t (1,24) = 2.48, p = 0.0888). There was no differ-

nce in performance in the Simple Reaction Time task between the CON-

ROL and FATIGUE sessions when performed either before ( t (1,24) = -

.23, p = 0.1449) or after the Missing Number task ( t (1,24) = 0.51,

 = 0.9559; see Fig. 2 B) . Finally, there was neither significant time

oint-reward ( F (1,24) = 1.03, p = 0.3197; see Fig. 2 B) nor triple,

ime point-reward-fatigue interaction ( F (1,24) = 1.84, p = 0.1872;

ee Fig. 4 B). These results confirm that reward had similar impact on

he performance in the Simple Reaction Time task following cognitive

atigue induction or control manipulations. 

.2. Whole-brain fMRI analysis 

.2.1. Fatigue modulation of brain activity: ventral visual processing 

tream deactivations 

The block-based analysis of the fatigue (session) contrast, model-

ng the effect of the fatigue condition across reward conditions ([(HIGH

ATIGUE + LOW FATIGUE) –(HIGH CONTROL + LOW CONTROL)]),

esulted in no significant effect at voxel- p < 0.001, uncorrected; cluster-

evel corrected p < 0.05. 

We also performed an event-related analysis of the response to the

ue presentation in the same fatigue (session) contrast, which high-

ighted significant changes between conditions (see left image in Fig. 3

nd Supplementary Table S5). We found that the FFG (Brodmann area

7 or fusiform gyrus) and the visual areas (Brodmann areas: 18, 19) were

ypoactivated with cognitively induced fatigue. These same regions,

art of the ventral processing stream, associated with form/object recog-

ition, were highly active during the task (peak activity level t-values for

vent-related task condition: BA18: 10.83; BA19: 10.63; BA37: 10.72;

ee Fig. 4 B and Supplementary Table S4). 
6 
In order to confirm the results of the cue-related analysis we re-

isited the block-based analysis under a more liberal threshold (voxel-

 < 0.005), finding the same fatigue-induced hypoactivity of the ventral

isual stream (see right image in Fig. 3 ). 

These findings suggest that regions most affected by cognitively

nduced fatigue are amongst those most active during the task and

lso during the fatigue-inducing STROOP task (Neurosynth.org meta-

nalysis for “stroop task ”, including 139 published datasets). 

.2.2. Reward modulation of brain activity: task-and reward-related 

egions 

We compared brain activations in high and low reward conditions

n the block design ([(HIGH FATIGUE + HIGH CONTROL) – (LOW FA-

IGUE + LOW CONTROL)], ΔBOLD REWARD , random-effects group GLM

nalysis, voxel- p < 0.001, uncorrected; cluster-level corrected < 0.05).

his analysis demonstrated brain activity changes in motor cortex, ven-

ral visual processing stream, precuneus, basal ganglia and thalamus but

howed no effect in other components of the classical reward circuit [see

ig. 4 A and Supplementary Table S1]. 

We also performed an event-related analysis of the BOLD response

o the presentation of the reward cue ([(HIGH FATIGUE + HIGH CON-

ROL) – (LOW FATIGUE + LOW CONTROL)], random-effects group

LM analysis, voxel- p < 0.001, uncorrected; cluster-level corrected <

.05). Similarly to the block-based analysis, this analysis revealed an

mple pattern of modulations of brain activity including motor cortex,

isual areas along the ventral visual processing stream including Brod-

ann areas BA17, BA18 and BA19 and fusiform gyrus (FFG), and also

recuneus, basal ganglia and thalamus. Importantly the event-related

pproach revealed also the involvement of the main regions of the re-

ard circuit, in particular ACC, anterior insula, caudate, putament and

Ac (see Supplementary Table S2). 

https://identifiers.org/neurovault.image:512326
https://identifiers.org/neurovault.image:512327
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Fig. 4. The effect of the reward and fatigue manipulations on brain responses 

( A ) Block-based reward contrast ([(HIGH FATIGUE + HIGH CONTROL) –

(LOW FATIGUE + LOW CONTROL)], ΔBOLD REWARD ). Z coordinates are in Ta- 

lairach space. ( B ) Task execution evoked positive BOLD responses ([(HIGH 

FATIGUE + LOW FATIGUE) + (HIGH CONTROL + LOW CONTROL)] - rest, 

ΔBOLD TASK ) in motor and visual areas (Brodmann areas: 17, 18, 19), ACC, 

FFG, thalamus and dorsal striatum while task-evoked signal decrease was ob- 

served mostly in the default mode network (DMN). ( C ) Correlation maps be- 

tween the participants’ subjective feeling of fatigue ( ΔMFI CTR-FAT ) and the av- 

eraged session-related changes in BOLD responses ([(HIGH FATIGUE + LOW 

FATIGUE) - (HIGH CONTROL + LOW CONTROL)], ΔBOLD SESSION ). ( D ) Nega- 

tive and positive correlations were found between the participants’ subjective 

feeling of fatigue and their brain responses in the positive and negative Miss- 

ing Number task clusters, respectively. Unthresholded data is available from 

NeuroVault at https://identifiers.org/neurovault.image:512325 (reward con- 

trast), at https://identifiers.org/neurovault.image:512329 (task contrast) and 

https://identifiers.org/neurovault.image:512332 (main fatigue map). 
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.2.3. Reward-fatigue interaction 

The reward-fatigue interaction contrast ([(HIGH FATIGUE – LOW

ATIGUE) – (HIGH CONTROL – LOW CONTROL)], ΔBOLD INTERACTION )

esulted in no significant effect in either event-related or block-based

LM designs at threshold voxel- p < 0.001, uncorrected; cluster-level

orrected p < 0.05. 

.2.4. Task modulation of brain activity 

In both the block-based and cue-related designs, task execu-

ion evoked positive BOLD responses ([(HIGH FATIGUE + LOW FA-

IGUE) + (HIGH CONTROL + LOW CONTROL)] - rest, ΔBOLD TASK ,

andom-effects group GLM analysis, voxel- p < 0.001, uncorrected;
7 
luster-level corrected < 0.05) in motor and visual areas (Brodmann ar-

as: 17, 18, 19, 20), FFG, intraparietal sulcus and frontal eye fields, cin-

ulate cortex, anterior insula, thalamus and dorsal striatum (see Fig. 4 B

nd Supplementary Table S4) while task-evoked signal decrease was ob-

erved mostly in areas related to the default mode network (DMN; see

ig. 4 B and Supplementary Tables S3 and S4 for comparison). 

We further reproduced all the analyses above using the original raw

ata in order to control for the influence of the motion correction pro-

edure (see Panels A & B in Supplementary Fig. 3). These motion uncor-

ected analyses led to results highly consistent with those obtained with

otion corrected data (see Figs. 4 A and 4 B for comparison). 

.2.5. The neural correlates of subjective increased fatigue, intrinsic 

otivation and anxiety state 

The effect of cognitively induced fatigue on the brain was

urther evaluated by correlating the behavioral fatigue indices

MissingNumber CTR-FAT, Stroop FAT , ΔMFI CTR-FAT ) with the between-

ession difference in brain activity ([(HIGH FATIGUE + LOW FATIGUE)

(HIGH CONTROL + LOW CONTROL)], ΔBOLD SESSION, ). In addition,

e also performed similar correlations with the stress and motivation

ndices (STAI FAT-CTR and IMI-MissingNumber FAT-CTR ). 

In the block-based analysis, we found that across the brain, changes

n the task-positive and task-negative regions (see Fig. 4 B and Sup-

lementary Table S3) correlated negatively and positively with the

hange in MFI score respectively (see Panels C & D in Fig. 4 and

upplementary Table S6). This correlation map will be hereafter re-

erred to as the main fatigue map. When averaging the BOLD re-

ponses within the whole task-positive cluster, we found that the

etween-session change in activation in this cluster correlated strongly

ith the change in the subjective fatigue score (Spearman correla-

ion with ΔMFI CTR-FAT : r = -0.70, p = 0.00011; see Fig. 5 A), while

t failed to correlate with any of the other measures (SStroop FAT :

 = 0.31, p = 0.1266; MissingNumber CTR-FAT : r = -0.18, p = 0.4024;

TAI FAT-CTR : r = -0.1112, p = 0.5968; IMI-MissingNumber FAT-CTR : r = -

.052, p = 0.8066; see Fig. 5 A). Likewise, the average between-session

ecrease of BOLD responses in the task-negative network also cor-

elated, albeit positively, with ΔMFI CTR-FAT (Spearman correlation:

 = 0.54, p = 0.0055; see Fig. 5 B), while it also failed to show any

orrelation with the other indices (STAI FAT-CTR : r = 0.28, p = 0.1786;

MI-MissingNumber FAT-CTR : r = -0.22, p = 0.2896; see Fig. 5 B) even

hough some correlations approached significance (Stroop FAT : r = -0.39,

 = 0.0529; MissingNumber CTR-FAT : r = 0.39, p = 0.0530). In other

ords, subjective fatigue induced a global decrease in task-related ac-

ivations/deactivations throughout the brain. Similar results were ob-

ained with the event-related design for the same contrast, which also

aried in proportion to the MFI score (Spearman correlation for task-

ositive cluster and ΔMFI CTR-FAT : r = -0.4758, p = 0.0162; all other cor-

elations: p > 0.1, see Panel C in Fig. 5 and Supplementary Table S7;

pearman correlation for task-negative cluster: ΔMFI CTR-FAT : r = 0.4411,

 = 0.0273; STAI FAT-CTR : r = 0.4956, p = 0.0118, all other Spearman

orrelations: p > 0.1., see Panel D in Fig. 5 ). To summarize, while we

ound no relationship between fatigue-versus-control task-related brain

ctivity and motivation or anxiety, increased subjective fatigue corre-

ates with decreased average activity of the task-positive cluster and a

arallel activity increase of the task-negative cluster. 

.2.6. No evidence for a causal link between MF and motivation 

We then investigated the topographical relation between the reward-

elated brain activations ( ΔBOLD REWARD , t-values, see Fig. 4 A) and the

ain fatigue map (correlation between ΔBOLD TASK and ΔMFI CTR-FAT ,

ee Fig. 4 C). The proportion of overlap between the maps was compared,

t different thresholds, with the one expected by chance (see Methods).

e found that the reward contrast maps failed to show significant over-

ap with the main fatigue map, whereas we observed a strong overlap

etween the main fatigue and the task-related maps. This was true both

or task-positive and task-negative regions and with both block-related

https://identifiers.org/neurovault.image:512325
https://identifiers.org/neurovault.image:512329
https://identifiers.org/neurovault.image:512332
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Fig. 5. Modulation of brain responses by subjective MF. 

CTR: CONTROL condition; FAT: FATIGUE condition. (A-B) Block-based analysis: In the positive/negative Missing Number task clusters, the average between- 

session change in activation/deactivation was correlated with the change in the subjective feeling of fatigue ( ΔMFI CTR-FAT ). (C,D) Event-based analysis: In the 

positive/negative Missing Number task clusters, the average between-session change in activation/deactivation was also correlated with the change in the subjective 

feeling of fatigue ( ΔMFI CTR-FAT ). 
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see Panels A–D in Fig. 6 ) and cue-related designs (see Panels E–H in

ig. 6 ). We then looked at the voxel-by-voxel correlations between these

aps (reward-related responses vs fatigue map, task-related responses

s fatigue map, in both designs, and for task-positive and task-negative

egions). The fatigue map failed to show any significant correlation with

he reward contrast map obtained from the block-based analysis (posi-

ive task regions: bootstrap significance test: p = 0.4096, negative task

egions: p = 0.2707) but a strong correlation with the task-related map

globally: p < 0.0001; positive task regions only: p < 0.0001, negative

ask regions only: p < 0.0001; see Panels A & B in Fig. 9). We also

ound similar results when looking at the cue-related reward contrast

all p > 0.1; see Panels C & D in Fig. 7 ). 

.2.7. Between-session brain activity differences in resting state and 

elationship to subjective increased fatigue 

Finally, in the resting-state data, we found that the between-session

hange in connectivity correlated with ΔMFI CTR-FAT , especially in the

MN (see Fig. 8 and Supplementary Table S8), such that connectivity in-

reased between the seed regions of the DMN proportionally to the level

f subjective fatigue. Increased inter-connectivity between brain regions

nclude dorso-lateral frontal cortex, anterior and posterior cingulate cor-

ices, posterior temporal and lateral parietal cortices (Supplementary

able S8). This finding is of particular interest in the light of the afore-

entioned increased activity of the task-negative regions, including the

omponents of the DMN, with increased subjective fatigue (see Figs. 4 B–

 and 5 , panels B and D ). Thus, the components of the DMN, whose

ctivity pattern is anti-correlated to the task, show a fatigue-related in-
8 
rease of activity during the task coupled with increased resting state

onnectivity. 

. Discussion 

In the present study, we investigated the relationship between the

eural underpinnings of MF and motivation to find out whether the

uildup of MF involves a disruption of the motivational circuits. To this

nd, we assessed the neural effects of induced MF on BOLD brain sig-

al during the execution of a challenging visual working memory task

herein participants’ extrinsic motivation was manipulated by differ-

nt levels of monetary reward. We further accounted for behavioral and

ognitive changes including cognitively induced mental fatigue, extrin-

ic and intrinsic motivation, and anxiety. 

From a behavioral point of view, if MF had been caused by an

lteration of motivational processes, high reward conditions should

ave restored at least partly the worsened performance caused by

ognitively induced fatigue ( Boksem et al., 2006 ; Lorist et al., 2009 ;

opstaken et al., 2014 , 2015 , 2016 ) and a significant reward-session

nteraction should have been observed. However, in agreement with ear-

ier findings ( Esterman et al., 2014 ) as well as our own previous study

 Gergelyfi et al., 2015 ), we found no evidence for a reward-session inter-

ction in either the Missing Number or the Simple Reaction Time task. In

ddition, it is also important to note that the participants’ intrinsic moti-

ation in the Missing Number task, assessed with the IMI questionnaire,

emained unchanged between sessions and failed to show any correla-
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Fig. 6. Lack of overlap between reward and 

main fatigue map in the block- and event-based 

analysis 

( A–D ) : Block-based analysis: (A) Degree of 

overlap between the main fatigue map and 

the reward effect on the brain in the task- 

positive clusters, as a function of the thresh- 

old used in both maps. The X -axis represents 

the percent voxels included from the reward- 

related brain activations, whereas the Y -axis il- 

lustrates the percent voxels included from the 

main fatigue map. The percentage of overlap is 

indexed by the difference with respect to what 

would be expected by chance and is illustrated 

by the color in the heatmap. The dots indi- 

cate significant overlap. (B) Overlap between 

the main fatigue map and the task effect on 

the brain in the positive Missing Number task 

clusters. Same convention is used as in Panel A. 

(C-D) Overlap between the main fatigue map 

and the reward effect (C) or the task-evoked 

responses (D) in the negative Missing Number 

task clusters. (E–H): Cue-based analysis: (E,F) 

Overlap between the cue-related fatigue map 

and the reward cue effect (E) or task cue re- 

sponses (F) in the positive Missing Number task 

clusters. Same convention as in Panel A. (G,H) 

Overlap between the cue-related fatigue map and the reward cue effect (G) or the task cue effect (H) in the negative Missing Number task clusters. 

Fig. 7. Lack of correlation between reward and fatigue effects across voxels. 

( A,B ) : Block-based analysis: (A) Voxel-by-voxel correlations between the main fatigue map (correlation coefficients are plotted on the y-axis) and the reward-related 

responses (t-values are plotted on the x-axis) in the positive (in red) and the negative (in blue) Missing Number task clusters. The classical reward-motivational ROIs 

are shown as gray circles. (B) Voxel-by-voxel correlation between the main fatigue map and the task-related responses (t-values on the x-axis). (C,D) Cue-related 

analysis: (C,D) Voxel-by-voxel correlations between the fatigue map (correlation coefficients are plotted on the y-axis) and the reward-related responses ( t -values 

are plotted on the x -axis) on the one hand (C) and between the fatigue map and the task-related responses on the other hand (D) in the positive and the negative 

Missing Number task clusters (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.). 
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ion with the other behavioral and neural markers, further confirming

hat motivation and fatigue were independent. 

The motivation hypothesis led to another important prediction: be-

avioral fatigue should relate to concurrent alterations of the brain moti-

ation circuit. We highlighted this circuit through analysis of the reward

ffect on brain activity. In agreement with the literature ( Knutson and

ooper, 2005 ), we found that the even-related design was more sensitive
9 
han the block design and brought out more of the classical structures of

he motivation network. Crucially, and in agreement with the behavioral

ata, we found no effect of reward-session interaction, thus, no activity

hanges in reward-modulated regions between fatigue and control ses-

ions. Along the same line, the topographical analysis showed that none

f the fatigue maps computed in this study overlapped or correlated

ith the corresponding reward contrast maps. These findings, together
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Fig. 8. MF globally increased the connectivity within the 

DMN. 

Regions that survived seed-wise multiple comparison correc- 

tion at qFDR < 0.05 are shown on the circular diagram and on 

the MNI atlas. Color-coded connections represent the between- 

session change in the functional connectivity that covaried 

with the between-session change in the subjective fatigue score 

( ΔMFI CTR-FAT ). 
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ith the lack of reward-fatigue interaction, challenges theoretical mod-

ls proposing that the impact of cognitively induced fatigue on behav-

or is mediated by the motivation circuit ( Hockey, 1997 ; Meijman and

ulder, 1998 ; Chaudhuri and Behan, 2000 ; Boksem and Tops, 2008 ;

ockey,2011 ; Westbrook and Braver, 2016 ; Kurzban et al., 2013 ). It is

mportant to stress, however, that our findings do not directly contra-

ict the existence of motivation-related fatigue effects. Previous reports

ave highlighted the importance of motivation in sustaining activation

f task-related networks ( Esterman et al., 2017 ) and it could be hypothe-

ized that fatigue leads to task disengagement through mechanisms that

re independent from the brain regions associated with reward-related

otivational control. Alternatively, alterations in the motivation circuit

ould take the form of baseline, tonic variations in brain activity, which

ould not appear in our analysis since it focuses instead on task-induced

hanges. Therefore, we interpret our findings as showing more specif-

cally that the inducement of fatigue by prolonged performance of a

ognitive task is not accompanied by significant alterations in the task-

nduced activity of brain regions classically involved with motivation. 

In contrast, our results show a significant reduction of activity in

he brain areas belonging to the specific network supporting task per-

ormance routines, in particular along the ventral visual processing

tream. This is in agreement with previous studies that reported de-

reased activations with time-on-task ( Coull et al., 1998 ; Lim et al.,

010 ; Breckel et al., 2011 ) or following execution of a fatigue-inducing

rocedure ( Hedgcock et al., 2012 ; Persson et al., 2013 ; Blain et al.,

016 ; Tanaka et al., 2006 ; Suda et al., 2009 ) in task-specific brain re-

ions. These findings, together with the ones reported in the present

tudy, could be interpreted as evidence in favor of the hypothesis that

ustained task performance leads to progressive functional alteration of

ask-related brain regions ( Christie and Schrater, 2015 ; Holroyd, 2015 ;

opstaken et al., 2015 ; Blain et al., 2016 ; Gergelyfi et al., 2015 ;

ook et al., 2007 ). Indeed, the fact that both the fatigue-inducing task

Stroop) and the Missing Number task relied on active visual discrimina-

ion leads us to speculate that the depression of task-specific regions dur-

ng the latter could have been induced by their prolonged recruitment

uring the former ( Cook et al., 2007 ). However, short of controlling

he overlap between activations during fatigue-inducing and test tasks,
10 
either previous reports nor the present study can determine whether

he level of engagement of the brain regions during the fatigue-inducing

rocedure determines the level of their disruption during the test task.

esting this hypothesis is an important topic for future research. 

In addition to altering activations in task-related regions, cognitively

nduced fatigue also leads to long-lasting disruption of resting brain ac-

ivity. Observations of the persistent effects of cognitive fatigue after

ustained visual attention have been described in the form of down-

egulation of the fronto-parietal network ( Lim et al., 2010 ; Esposito

t al., 2014 ), early visual cortex ( Esposito et al., 2014 ) and as up-

egulation of the default mode network ( Esposito et al., 2014 ). The

resent findings highlighted the existence of a similar correlation be-

ween subjective fatigue and increased activity in the DMN, which oc-

urred both during and following task execution. These findings sug-

est a balancing act between DMN and task-specific regions whereby

ecreasing activity in the latter would lead to increased activation of

he former. The relation of causality of this increased DMN activity on

he phenomenology of fatigue remains to be investigated. 

We report both subjective and objective consequences following cog-

itively induced fatigue: participants experienced a higher feeling of

atigue, and performed worse in the Missing Number task. The perfor-

ance drop induced by fatigue was relatively small, which could be

artly explained by the intervening period between the end of the Stroop

nd the beginning of the scan session. Thus, despite the fact that all par-

icipants were kept equally busy during this interval, we cannot discard

hat these delays could mask to a certain extent the fatigue-induced ef-

ect and constitute a potential limitation in our study design. 

As in many other published studies ( Krupp and Elkins, 2000 ;

ryant et al., 2004 ), the subjective and objective dimensions of MF did

ot correlate with each other, nor did the brain activity change show

ny relation to task performance. A classical explanation to this lack of

orrelation is the compensatory hypothesis , whose central tenet is that the

nitial maintenance of performance with time-on-task incurs a cost de-

ived from the recruitment of additional resources (aka, compensatory

rain activity), which is manifested phenomenologically as the subjec-

ive feeling of fatigue ( Hockey, 1997 ). Therefore, when performance

ventually starts to drop, subjective MF is already high. Previous stud-
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es have reported increased frontal EEG activity that could correspond

o the brain signature of such compensatory mechanism ( Wang et al.,

016 ). Here, we found no evidence for such compensatory brain ac-

ivity ( i.e . increased activation in task-relevant brain regions), though

he present study was not primarily designed to tackle this question. In-

tead, in relation to the increase of fatigue, we found only reductions of

ctivity level in task-related regions and increased activations in brain

egions that were anti-correlated with the task. Higher relative levels of

ctivity of the DMN during a task have been previously related to de-

reased performance ( Anticevic et al., 2012 for a review) and thus could

ot easily account for a compensatory effect. 

In conclusion, the present study shows that MF does not disrupt the

otivational circuit specifically but that it rather modulates brain ac-

ivity by (a) reducing the activity task-related brain areas, and (b) in-

reasing the default mode network activity both during and following

he task. In agreement with our previous study ( Gergelyfi et al., 2015 ),

hese new findings support the view that MF alters brain resources, or

mpairs their recruitment, through mechanisms independent of the mo-

ivation circuit in healthy participants. 
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